The Multimedia University libraries seek to enhance its capabilities in providing resources, services and facilities that are beyond its existing financial capabilities. Donations are sought to enhance the libraries’ mission to provide a knowledge hub with up to date and reliable scholarly information and services in supporting the instructional, research and development programs of the University.

Supporting our Collection!

Collection Development
The Libraries continue to focus on supporting the university’s 13 academic faculties, in responding to the changing needs of the university’s academic direction and research areas. With support from our alumni and friends, we continue to acquire rare and significant works and offer the rich collections and services required by an academic library in 21st Century. Acquisitions currently available range from traditionally published books to digital based collections that are available via online access.

Multimedia University Libraries would greatly welcome gifts of books, audiovisual materials and other materials that can help play a crucial role in building the collections at the MMU Libraries. The Libraries continue to welcome Gifts in Kind that support the Libraries’ mission.

Support our Infrastructure!
Rebrand library spaces and IT facilities.

Library Space
The MMU Libraries are seeking innovative new ways to help the community bloom. We are developing ambitious plans to revitalize our space, including more options for group work and social interaction. We are re-imagining the services we offer, adopting promising new information technologies, and dreaming of new, inspiring study and research space that allow for community-building, as well as quiet reflection.

Ideas for ‘giving opportunities’ can include:
- Innovation Lab
- Seminar / Workshop / Reading Area
- Book Café and Library Gift Shop
- Exhibition Space/ Gallery
- 24 Hours Learning Point
- Library related technologies and many more!
- Touch Screen Kiosk Project
- Reference Advisory Point

“A gift to the MMU Libraries empowers MMU to bring knowledge to life”.

Let’s Talk @ Contact Us!

Kamal Sujak
Chief Librarian
Multimedia University Libraries
Email : kamal.sujak@mmu.edu.my
Tel : 03-8312 5868
Fax : 03-83125866